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3 Years in the Making...

The Installation
of the Millennium

9 Exclusive,
State-of-the-Art
Home Theaters

The largest and best from Meridian,
Wilson, and Vidikron are boldy displayed. The speakers work in unison
to bring this room’s sound system to
an explosive level.

Atlanta Home Theater
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40 pairs of assorted in-wall and surface-mounted speakers.

45-room estate.
The goal of every utopian is to build the home
of his/her dreams—divine in structure, superior in style, and innovative in design, utilizing
the latest in entertainment and automated
technology. Comparable to the grandest of
kingdoms,
this
25,000-square-foot estate is remarkable in its
ability to accommodate and entertain family and friends alike.
It’s a hallmark of recreation and fun.
The extensive design and installation spanned the two
years of the estate’s construction, and the owner opted to
incorporate a variety of systems and services offered by
Atlanta Home Theater, Roswell, GA. Scott Ross of AHT was
sought specifically to bring this project to its fruition. Because
much of the interior design and aesthetics were predetermined by the family’s interior designer, Ross’ overall objective
was to design all systems, including the audio for the entire
house, for maximum performance and ease of use while eliminating excessive costs related to aesthetics and complicated,
fancy features. In its entirety, this project is valued at more
than $300,000.
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Tying Everything Together

As you pass through the gated entrance and
move along the winding driveway that recedes
into the porte-cochere and five-car garage, the
forethought given to convenience and luxury
is apparent. The 10-acre estate’s perimeter,
signified by a dramatic border of stackedstone and cast-iron, encloses a lake and a landscape of flowers, waterfalls, and fishponds. The property is monitored by 13
high-resolution cameras that are capable of detecting the
slightest motion and have clear range even at the lake’s edge
over 500 yards away. Each camera records 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, and can be viewed live on any television
inside the house by accessing the assigned camera channel. In
addition, there are 22 Panasonic telephones within the estate,
allowing phone access and multilocation paging from and to
every room. The phone system is connected to the front and
service gates to alert the family of any guests.
The 45 spacious rooms of this home are complemented by
40 pairs of assorted in-wall and surface-mounted speakers
capable of accessing music from 12 different sources within

The equipment is flush-mounted
into a Middle Atlantic rack and
custom-trimmed in dark-cherry
cabinetry designed by AHT.

the home. Tying everything together, Ross custom-designed a
12-zone, wholehouse audio/video system using dual-zone
Marantz receivers, Niles IntelliPad keypads, A/B switches, and
Parasound amps. Each zone is identically programmed for
ease of operation.
All floors of the estate, unique in design and dynamics, are
easily accessible by either elevator or multiple winding stairways. Every floor is divided into spacious living quarters that
contain full baths, kitchens, laundry rooms, and saunas. Much
planning went into incorporating a proprietary audio-control
system into every quarter.
The lower level, primarily designed for recreation and
entertainment, is hydraulically heated by a water system that
runs through the concrete floor throughout each room and
around the indoor lap pool. Music can be heard all around
the rear grounds through four pairs of Niles speakers mounted beneath the overhangs across the back of the estate.

StereoStone speakers camouflage themselves amongst the
rocks and landscaping around the pool area and are controlled by Xantech outdoor keypads mounted in AHT’s custom-made keypad/volume control posts, which were designed
to match the gazebo. Each keypad post was custom-designed
and built in AHT’s custom- woodworking shop. The gymnasium, complete with full basketball and tennis courts, is outfitted with four pairs of Niles’ top-of-the-line indoor/outdoor
speakers and is wired with speaker jacks that’ll accommodate
additional, large floorstanding speakers for future concertlevel sound capabilities.
Entertaining in Style

Because this large family loves to watch movies together and
spends much time entertaining guests, the owners
wanted powerful performance—substantially more convincing than that of an average home theater—coupled with ease

of operation for all ages and levels of technical aptitude. This
grand theater is located on the ground floor of the estate. Its
entrance is marked by two stately molded French doors that
lead into the room from the front, left stage. The walls are
covered in green paché, which darkens the room and aids in
its acoustic appeal. The room is illuminated by scattered
sconces and small, low-voltage lights above the seating area,
which are automated via Crestron and Lutron for dimming as
the movie experience begins.
The largest and best from Meridian, Wilson, and Vidikron
are boldly displayed—all speakers work beautifully in unison,

bringing this room’s sound system to an explosive level. The
equipment is flush-mounted into a Middle Atlantic rack on
the left stage wall and custom-trimmed in dark-cherry cabinetry designed by AHT. At the client’s request, storage space
for DVDs, CDs, LDs, and video cassettes was integrated into
the cabinet design. A 7-foot-long Wilson XS subwoofer,
weighing in at 900 pounds, was brought in by forklift through
the service gate, then gently nestled below the 110-inch elecThe property is monitored by 13 high-resolution cameras—each one can be
viewed live on any television inside the house.

EQUIPMENT LIST

● Niles AT8700 in-wall speakers

● Parasound HCA-750A amplifier

● ChannelPlus 5216 modulators

● Niles HD800 in-wall speakers

● Parasound ZAMP amplifiers

● ChannelPlus 5445 modulators

● Niles HD650 in-wall speakers

● Pioneer Elite PRO-200 television

● ChannelPlus DA-500 CATV amplifiers

● Niles MP650 in-wall speakers

● RCA DRD-515 DSS receiver

● Channel Vision multiswitchers

● Niles HD525 in-wall speakers

● RCA Basic DSS receiver

● Crestron STS-C touchpanel remote

● Niles IntelliPad keypads

● Sony SLV-678 HF VCR

● Dynaudio Audience 50 speakers

● Niles IPC-12 power conditioner

● Sony SLV-798 HF VCR

● Dynaudio Audience 7 speakers

● Niles OS20 in/outdoor speakers

● Sony SAT-A4 DSS receiver

● Faroudja VP401 line quadrupler

● Niles OS5 in/outdoor speakers

● Sony SAT-B3 DSS receiver

● Lutron Grafic Eye lighting control

● Niles SMS-4 speaker load box

● Sony KV-27S40 TVs

● Marantz CC-38 CD changer

● Niles SPS-6 speaker load box

● Sony KV-13M40 TVs

● Marantz CC-870 CD changer

● Niles SVL-1 tabletop volume control

● StereoStone Omni speakers

● Marantz LV-520 LD player

● Niles VCS-2D volume controls

● Stewart 110-inch stealth screen

● Marantz RC2000 remote control

● Panasonic KX-TA624 phone system

● Vantage Point TV brackets

● Marantz SR-870 receivers

● Panasonic KX-T7880 cordless phones

● Velodyne HGS-12 subwoofers

● Meridian 861 surround processor

● Panasonic KX-T7030 LCD speaker phones

● Velodyne VA-1012X subwoofer

● Meridian 800 DVD player

● Panasonic KX-T7020 speaker phones

● Vidikron Vision One projector

● Meridian DSP6000 front speakers

● Panasonic WV-CP654 color hi-rez cameras

● Vidikron motorized bracket

● Meridian DSP5000C center speaker

● Panasonic WJ-FS216 multiplexer

● Vidikron Penta RGB cable

● Meridian DSP5000 side and rear speakers

● Panasonic AG-TL500 time-lapse VCR

● Wilson XS subwoofer

● Middle Atlantic rack

● Parasound HCA-3500A amplifier

● Xantech WPK-4 waterpad keypad

● Niles A/B switches

● Parasound HCA-1000A amplifier

A b o u t t h e I n s taller
Atlanta Home Theater, owned and managed by Scott and
Jennifer Ross, opened to the Atlanta public in 1996 and became

The homeowners wanted a home with the feel of a castle, yet the warmth

the city’s only authentic, custom turnkey designer of complete low-

and color of a more intimate family setting.

voltage projects. The firm’s sales team, two designers, 11 installers,
and

office

manager

are

the

key

elements

to

their

phenomenal success.
AHT is a 3,000-square-foot gallery of showrooms
where the company’s multitude of services—from cus-

CONTACT

tric screen. The components, staged in clear view, quickly fade
into the darkness as each movie comes to life. This is definitely one of the family’s favorite rooms.

tom home theater and lighting design to home automa-

Atlanta Home Theater

tion central vacuum, phone, and security systems to cus-

880 Holcomb Bridge Rd.

tom cabinetry—are demonstrated. AHT designs and

Ste. 110

builds all custom cabinetry, outdoor keypad posts, and

Roswell, GA 30076

finishing pieces in their own custom-woodworking shop.

(770) 642-5557

.

Recognized in the local building community for their
consistency, reliability, and quality workmanship, AHT’s clientele
regard them for their refined skill in custom design and their professionalism from the beginning to the end of any job.
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